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Scale invariance in the theory of classical mechanics can be induced from the scale invariance
of background ﬁelds. In this paper we consider the relation between the scale invariance and
the constants of particle motion in a self-similar spacetime, only in which the symmetry is well
deﬁned and is generated by a homothetic vector. Relaxing the usual conservation condition by
the Hamiltonian constraint in a particle system, we obtain a conservation law holding only on
the constraint surface in the phase space. By the conservation law, we characterize constants
of motion associated with the scale invariance not only for massless particles but for massive
particles and classify the condition for the existence of the constants of motion. Furthermore,
we ﬁnd the explicit form of the constants of motion by solving the conservation equations.
...................................................................................................................
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Introduction

The symmetry of external ﬁelds can induce the symmetry of a theory on the background, which is
embodied as that of the action integral. As is well known, the action invariance under a symmetric
continuous transformation leads to a conservation law via Noether’s theorem (see, e.g., Ref. [1]).
Since the conservation law is based on symmetry, it has a universal role in physics. Furthermore,
symmetry can also deﬁne symmetric conﬁgurations of test ﬁelds and extended objects [2–8].
In classical particle mechanics with continuous symmetry, a particle has a conserved quantity
throughout the motion associated with the symmetry—a constant of motion. In particular, geometrical
symmetry in a spacetime can be the origin of symmetry in a particle system. If a spacetime metric
admits an isometry, then the generator (i.e., the Killing vector) yields a constant of motion. This
symmetry is generalized to spacetime hidden symmetries such as higher-rank Killing–Stackel tensors
or Killing–Yano forms (see, e.g., Refs. [9,10]). In addition, if a metric admits a conformal isometry,
then it induces the conformal invariance on the action of a massless particle. This means that a
massless particle can have a constant of motion associated with a conformal Killing vector. Note
that, however, the conformal Killing vector is not related to the constant of motion of a massive
particle in general. Even if a particle is subject to external forces, it can have a constant of motion as
long as the external ﬁelds share the spacetime symmetry [11–18].
The scale invariance of a metric is a special class of the conformal symmetry and is known as
the spacetime self-similarity. In the context of relativity, the self-similar spacetime appears as a
critical point of the critical phenomena in gravitational collapse [19,20] or describes the asymptotic
behavior of spatially homogeneous models in cosmology and spherically symmetric models (see,
e.g., Ref. [21] and references therein). More recently, the notion of self-similar strings was proposed in
the classical string theory [22]. The spacetime self-similarity induces the scale invariance of a theory
on the background, i.e., the invariance of the action under the scale transformation of variables.
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However, the corresponding constants of motion for a massive particle are less well known [23]
because, as mentioned above, the constant of motion associated with the conformal invariance exists
only for massless particles. On the other hand, in nonrelativistic mechanics, the constant of motion
associated with scale invariance exists, e.g., in the conformal particle system [24] or in the Kepler
problem of 5D Newtonian gravity, etc. (see Appendix A). The main issue of this paper is such
inconsistency.
The way to solve this inconsistency is to consider that a particle system in gravitational theories
is a constraint system. The constraint arises from the reparameterization invariance of the action.
We can utilize it to relax the conservation condition for a constant of motion, i.e., we restrict the
conservation condition holding only on the constraint surface in the phase space. The purpose of this
paper is to characterize the constant of massive particle motion associated with scaling symmetry as
the quantity conserved only on the constraint surface.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we reformulate the conservation
law for a dynamical quantity in the Hamiltonian formalism by taking into account the constraint
condition. In Sect. 3, assuming that the spacetime metric and the other ﬁelds are scale invariant, we
discuss the existence of a constant of motion associated with the scaling symmetry of the theory and
solve the conservation equation. In Sect. 4, we summarize our results. Throughout this paper, we
use geometrized units, in which G = 1 and c = 1, and an abstract index notation for tensors but
boldface letters without indices to designate differential forms [25].
We summarize our notation in what follows. We denote the symbol vn as the type-(n, 0) symmetric
tensor va1 ···an = v(a1 ···an ) , where the parenthesis of the indices means totally symmetrization, v1 is a
vector, and v0 is a scalar in particular. We denote the contraction of vn with n pieces of a dual vector
pa as
vn · pn = va1 a2 ···an pa1 pa2 · · · pan .

(1)

If we identify pa with a canonical momentum in a particle system, then V = vn · pn and W = wm · pm
are dynamical quantities. We deﬁne the Poisson bracket of V and W as
{V , W } =

∂V ∂W
∂V ∂W
− μ
= [vn , wm ] · pn+m−1 ,
μ
∂pμ ∂x
∂x ∂pμ

(2)

where we have introduced the symmetric Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket of the symmetric tensors vn
and wm deﬁned as
[vn , wm ]a1 ···an−1 b1 ···bm−1 c = nv(a1 ···an−1 |d | ∇d w b1 ···bm−1 c) − mw(b1 ···bm−1 |d | ∇d v a1 ···an−1 c) .

(3)

Note that this equation holds for any derivative operator. In the case where n = 1 and m = 1, this
reduces to the Lie bracket of the vectors v1 and w1 . We denote the exterior derivative of a form as d.
The dot product of a 1-form, ξ = ξa , and a p-form, F = F[a1 ···ap ] , denotes ξ · F = ξ a1 F[a1 ···ap ] .

2.

Formulation

We consider classical particle mechanics in a D-dimensional spacetime (M , gab ). Let H be the
Hamiltonian of a particle. In an appropriate form of H , the particle must satisfy the Hamiltonian
constraint H = 0 because of the reparameterization invariance of the world line. The Hamiltonian
should vanish only if the constraint holds, i.e., H is weakly zero, which is expressed as
H ≈ 0.
2/11
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We should apply the weak equality after evaluating derivatives or Poisson brackets.
In the particle system, we consider a dynamical quantity C, which depends on local coordinates
μ
x in M , a canonical momentum pμ conjugate to xμ , and a parameter τ on the world line γ , so
that C = C(x, p; τ ). We assume that C is a constant of motion, i.e., the time evolution of C via the
Hamilton equations vanishes. Then, C must satisfy
Ċ ≈ 0,

(5)

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to τ . Note that this condition is weaker than
that required in the total phase space. Namely, we have relaxed the condition Ċ = 0 by using the
constraint condition because it is sufﬁcient for a constant of motion to be conserved only on the
constraint surface H = 0. We can express the condition (5) by the equation holding in the total phase
space as
{H , C} +

∂C
= λH ,
∂τ

(6)

where λ = λ(x, p, τ ).
Now, we assume that H is a second-degree polynomial in the canonical momentum pa as
H = h2 · p2 + h1 · p1 + h0

(7)

and C is a ﬁrst-degree polynomial in pa as
C = c1 · p1 + c0 ,

(8)

where c1 and c0 depend on both xμ and τ . Substituting these into Eq. (6) with the polynomial
expansion of λ in pa ,
λ=



λn · pn ,

(9)

n

we obtain the following equations by setting the coefﬁcients of its momentum-expansion equal to
zero as
[h2 , c1 ] = λ0 h2 ,
∂c1
= λ0 h1 ,
∂τ
∂c0
[h1 , c0 ] + [h0 , c1 ] +
= λ0 h0 .
∂τ
[h2 , c0 ] + [h1 , c1 ] +

(10)
(11)
(12)

We ﬁnd that λ = λ0 because {λn }n=1,2,... vanish thanks to the equations higher than rank 3. These
equations are a generalization of the Killing hierarchy [15]. Equations (10) and (11) are the eqautions
of c1 and c0 , respectively, while Eq. (12) implies the consistency condition for the existence of c1
and c0 . It is worth pointing out that we can generalize these hierarchical equations further to the
higher-degree polynomial of C.
3/11
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Constants of motion in a self-similar spacetime

Let (M , gab ) be a self-similar spacetime, i.e., the metric gab admits a homothetic vector ξ a ,
deﬁned by1
£ξ gab = 2gab ,

(13)

where £ξ is the Lie derivative with respect to ξ a . The homothetic vector is unique up to the addition
of a Killing vector [27]. In such a spacetime, we focus on a particle that is subject to external
forces from a 1-form gauge ﬁeld A and a scalar potential V ≥ 0. Let F be the ﬁeld strength 2form of A, i.e., F = dA. We assume that F and V have self-similarity induced by the spacetime
self-similarity as2
£ξ F = αF,

(14)

£ξ V = β V ,

(15)

where α and β are constants. The scale invariance of background ﬁelds is based on Eqs. (13), (14),
and (15). According to Ref. [28], we refer to F as a self-similar 2-form with weight α and V as a
self-similar scalar with weight β. If F = 0, then α is indeﬁnite, and if V = 0, then β is indeﬁnite.
We consider the particle system governed by the Polyakov action



1
a b
a
S = dτ
gab u u + Aa u − NV ,
(16)
2N
where the components of ua are uμ = ẋμ and N > 0 is an auxiliary variable. Note that S is invariant
under the gauge transformation τ → τ  and N → N  = (dτ/dτ  )N , i.e., S is reparameterization
invariant. The action principle yields the equations of motion
ub ∇b ua = NF a b ub − N 2 g ab ∇b V + (ln N )˙ua .

(17)

In addition, the variation of S with respect to N leads to the constraint equation3
gab ua ub = −2N 2 V .

(18)

This equation implies that N is relevant to the 1D induced metric on γ . If V = 0, the tangent ua
becomes null, i.e., the particle is massless. The Hamiltonian of this system is of the form


1 ab
(19)
g (pa − Aa ) (pb − Ab ) + V ,
H =N
2
1

See, e.g., Ref. [26] for the geometrical properties of the homothetic vector.
Since a gauge-invariant quantity is not A but F, it is reasonable that the condition of self-similarity is
written in terms of F. Even if A is not a gauge ﬁeld, the self-similarity condition for A
2

£ξ A = αA
leads to Eq. (14), where we have used the fact that d commutes with £ξ . Therefore, the following discussions
hold in the same way.
3
One can deparameterize the theory by solving the constraint for N , and then S is of the form
  

− 2V gμν dxμ dxν + Aμ dxμ .
S=
γ

Hence, we can regard the particle system in Eq. (16) as the system in a spacetime (M , 2Vgab ) without scalar
potential forces.
4/11
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where the components pμ of pa = N −1 gab ub + Aa are the canonical momentum conjugate to xμ .
The constraint (18) leads to H = 0 in the Hamiltonian formalism. Without loss of generality, we
assume that N = 1 in what follows.
In the following, we solve the hierarchical equations (10)–(12) and obtain a nontrivial solution
relevant to the homothetic vector ξ a . With the Hamiltonian (19), we can reduce Eq. (10) to the
conformal Killing equation for c1a and solve it by using ξ a in the form
c1a = f (τ )ξ a ,

λ0 = 2f (τ ),

(20)

where f is a positive function of τ and we can arbitrarily choose the scale of f (τ ). With these forms,
Eq. (11) becomes
dc0 = −f (τ ) ξ · F + d(A · ξ ) +

f˙ (τ )
ξ .
f (τ )

(21)

The integrability condition for c0 , i.e., d 2 c0 = 0, leads to
d ξ ·F+

f˙ (τ )
ξ
f (τ )

= 0.

(22)

We can replace this ﬁrst term by using Cartan’s identity4 and the self-similarity (14) as
αF +

f˙ (τ )
d ξ = 0.
f (τ )

(23)

In the following subsections, we discuss each of the following cases: (A) α = 0 and f (τ ) = 1, (B)
α = 0 and dξ = 0, and (C) α = 0. Even if we set F = 0 in Cases (A) and (B), where α is no longer
deﬁnite, all the results will remain unchanged.

3.1.

α = 0 and f (τ ) = 1

Then, there locally exists a solution to Eq. (21) in the form
c0 = ϕ(x) − ξ · A + l(τ ),

(24)

where l is an arbitrary function of τ , and ϕ is a potential function of xμ that satisﬁes
ξ · F = −dϕ

(25)

due to Eq. (22). In addition, c1 , c0 , and λ0 in Eqs. (20) and (24) must satisfy the consistency
condition (12), which reduces as
(β + 2) V = κ,

l(τ ) = κ τ ,

(26)

This is the relation between the Lie derivative £ξ with respect to ξ a and the exterior derivative d in
differential forms:
4

£ξ F = ξ · dF + d(ξ · F),
where F is an arbitrary differential form. When F is the ﬁeld strength, the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side
vanishes because dF = 0.
5/11
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where we have used Eq. (15), and κ is the separation constant of variables. The Lie derivative of the
ﬁrst with respect to ξ a and Eq. (15) yield
β (β + 2) V = 0.

(27)

Hence, if any one of the following conditions holds:
(i) V = κ/2 > 0 and β = 0,
(ii) V > 0, β = −2, and κ = 0,
(iii) V = 0 and κ = 0,
then we obtain the constant of motion associated with the scale invariance in the form
C = u · ξ + ϕ(x) + κ τ .

(28)

In Case (i), the particle is massive and is not subject to the scalar potential force, so that V is
necessarily a self-similar potential ﬁeld with weight 0. Even for a massive particle, we obtain the
constant of motion associated with the scale invariance thanks to the presence of the last term in
Eq. (28), which is one of the constants of motion in question in Sect. 1. Indeed, this type of constant
with F = 0 was utilized to integrate the equations of motion of a freely falling massive particle
system (i.e., a geodesic system) in a self-similar 4D Vaidya spacetime [30]. In Case (ii), the particle
is massive and can be subject to the nontrivial potential force, and V is a self-similar potential ﬁeld
with weight (−2). We can understand the specialty of β = −2 as follows. When we regard the
particle system (16) as the system in a spacetime (M , 2Vgab ) as seen in the equation in footnote 3,
we ﬁnd that the constant of motion is not associated with the homothetic vector but the Killing vector
in (M , 2Vgab ) because
£ξ (Vgab ) = (β + 2) Vgab .

(29)

Therefore, from the point of view in (M , 2Vgab ), C reduces to the familiar one. In Case (iii), the
particle is massless, so that β is indeﬁnite. Then C is a familiar constant of motion associated with
the conformal Killing vector.

3.2.

α = 0 and d ξ = 0

To seek constants of motion in addition to those in Sect. 3.1, and also to ﬁnd constants of motion for
other values of β rather than that in Sect. 3.1, we solve the remaining equations in the case where F
is a self-similar 2-form with weight 0 (i.e., α = 0), and ξ is closed (i.e., dξ = 0). The latter condition
implies the local existence of the potential function ζ of ξ , i.e.,
ξ = dζ ,

(30)

where ζ is not constant. On account of the integrability, there locally exists a solution in the form
c0 = f (τ ) (ϕ(x) − ξ · A) − f˙ (τ )ζ (x) + l(τ ),

(31)

where l is an arbitrary function of τ and ϕ is a potential function that satisﬁes
ξ · F = −dϕ.
6/11
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The quantities c1 , c0 , and λ0 in Eqs. (20) and (31) must satisfy the consistency condition (12), which
reduces to
1 ˙
f (τ )ϕ − f¨ (τ )ζ + l̇(τ ) ,
(33)
(β + 2) V =
f (τ )
where we have used Eq. (15). It is useful to obtain the gradient of this equation
(β + 2) dV =

f˙ (τ )
f¨ (τ )
dϕ −
dζ
f (τ )
f (τ )

(34)

and the Lie derivative of Eq. (33) with respect to ξ a
β (β + 2) V = −

f¨ (τ )
ξ · ξ,
f (τ )

(35)

where £ξ ϕ = 0 due to Eq. (32). Finding a nontrivial pair of f (τ ) and l(τ ) that satisfy Eq. (33), we
obtain a constant of motion associated with the scale invariance in the form
C = f (τ ) [u · ξ + ϕ(x)] − f˙ (τ )ζ (x) + l(τ ).

(36)

We ignore a constant term of f (τ ) in this subsection because such contribution in C coincides with
Eq. (28) in Sect. 3.1. Now, classifying cases according to whether β (β + 2) V is zero or not, we
analyze the reduced consistency condition (33) in detail and obtain the explicit form of Eq. (36) and
necessary conditions for its existence.
3.2.1. β (β + 2) V = 0
This condition coincides with the necessary condition (27) in Sect. 3.1. From Eq. (35), we have the
two possibilities: f¨ (τ ) = 0 or ξ · ξ = 0, and analyze these in turn.
We focus on f¨ (τ ) = 0, which is integrated as
f (τ ) = τ ,

(37)

where, without loss of generality, we have ﬁxed the scale of f (τ ). Furthermore, from Eqs. (33) and
(34), we ﬁnd that
κ
ϕ = 0, κ = (β + 2) V , l(τ ) = τ 2 ,
(38)
2
where κ is a separation constant and, without loss of generality, we choose the constant term of ϕ to
be zero. The second equation coincides with the ﬁrst in Eq. (26), and hence the same conditions in
Cases (i)–(iii) in Sect. 3.1 hold. Finally, the constant of motion C in Eq. (36) reduces to
κ
C = τ u · ξ − ζ (x) + τ 2 .
(39)
2
Hence, if the conditions α = 0, dξ = 0, ϕ = 0, and any one of the conditions (i)–(iii) in Sect. 3.1
are satisﬁed, then we obtain the two constants of motion (28) and (39). These results hold regardless
of whether ξ a is null or not. In Cases (i) and (ii), C is the constant of motion for a massive particle.
Even for a massless particle in Case (iii), C is still nontrivial because of the dependence of τ .
Next, we focus on the remaining case where f¨ (τ ) = 0 and ξ · ξ = 0. From Eq. (34) and its
derivative with respect to τ , we have
ϕ = sζ ,

f¨ (τ ) = s f˙ (τ ) + a (a − s) f (τ ),
7/11
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where s is a separation constant and a and κ are integration constants. We assume that a is not zero
but can take a complex value. In the case β = −2 or V = 0, we ﬁnd a = s. Then we can solve the
second equation by
f (τ ) = eaτ .

(41)

Substituting these results into Eq. (33), we have
(β + 2) V = κ − a (a − s) ζ ,

l(τ ) =

κ aτ
e ,
a

where κ is a separation constant. Finally we obtain the explicit form of Eq. (36) as

κ
C = eaτ u · ξ + ϕ(x) − aζ (x) +
.
a

(42)

(43)

Note that this is not compatible with Eq. (39). In the case β = 0 and a  = s, though there are two
constants of motion corresponding to two linearly independent solutions (41) with different values
of a, we ﬁnd that these coincide with each other by rescaling τ . If the conditions α = 0, dξ = 0,
ξ · ξ = 0, ϕ = sζ , and any one of the conditions (i)–(iii) in Sect. 3.1 are satisﬁed, then we obtain the
two constants of motion (28) and (43).
3.2.2. β (β + 2) V = 0
In this case we obtain the separated equations from Eq. (35) as5
β (β + 2) V = −s2 ξ · ξ ,

f (τ ) = esτ ,

(44)

where s2 is a nonzero real constant. The norm ξ · ξ should not be constant because the resulting
condition β = 0 is contrary to the assumption here. Hence, we ﬁnd the relations of each potential
from Eqs. (33) and (44) as
κ
(45)
(β + 2) V = κ + sϕ − s2 ζ , l(τ ) = esτ .
s
With these constraints for V , ϕ, and ζ , we obtain the constant of motion C in Eq. (36) as

κ
.
C = esτ u · ξ + ϕ(x) − sζ (x) +
s

(46)

Though we obtain two constants of motion corresponding to two linearly independent solutions, we
ﬁnd that these coincide with each other by rescaling the parameter τ .

3.3.

α = 0

We solve the remaining equations in the case where F is a self-similar 2-form with nonzero weight
α. We obtain the following separated equation from the integrability condition (23):
αF + sd ξ = 0,

f (τ ) = esτ ,

(47)

where s is a nonzero separation constant. Note that F is nonzero and ξ should not be closed. From
the ﬁrst in Eq. (47), up to the gauge transformation, A must be proportional to ξ :
s
A = − ξ.
(48)
α
5

The potential proportional to the norm of ξ a appears in the context of self-similar strings [22].
8/11
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On account of the integrability, there locally exists a solution in the form
c0 = esτ [ϕ(x) − ξ · A] + l(τ ),

(49)

where l is an arbitrary function of τ and ϕ is a potential function that satisﬁes
ξ · F + sξ = −dϕ.

(50)

The quantities c1 , c0 , and λ0 in Eqs. (20) and (49) must satisfy the consistency condition (12), which
reduces to
(β + 2) V = sϕ,

l(τ ) = 0.

(51)

The Lie derivative of the ﬁrst equation with respect to ξ a yields
β (β + 2) V = −s2 ξ · ξ ,

(52)

where we have used Eqs. (15) and (50). Finally, we obtain a constant of motion associated with the
scale invariance in the form
C = esτ [u · ξ + ϕ(x)],

(53)

where ϕ is given by the integration of Eq. (50).

4.

Summary

We have considered constants of particle motion associated with scale invariance in classical
mechanics on a curved spacetime. The scale invariance can be induced from the scale symmetry
of background ﬁelds. If both the mechanics and the background ﬁelds share continuous scale symmetry, a particle can have a constant of motion associated with it. On the other hand, a conformal
Killing vector generating conformal symmetry is related to a constant of massless particle motion in
general. Since a homothetic vector generating scale symmetry is classiﬁed in the class of conformal
symmetry, it was unclear how to characterize a constant of massive particle motion associated with a
homothetic vector. In this paper, we have made it clear that, even for massive particles, a constant of
motion associated with the homothetic vector exists by virtue of the reparameterization invariance
of a particle system. We have utilized the constraint condition relevant to the reparameterization
invariance to relax the conservation condition for constants of motion. The conservation law that we
have obtained takes the form of hierarchical equations. Solving these equations to particle mechanics
in background ﬁelds with scale invariance, we have obtained constants of motion associated with
the scale invariance and have classiﬁed the conditions for the existence by the self-similar weight
of the background ﬁelds. Consequently, we have found that constants of massive particle motion
associated with the scale invariance must depend explicitly on a parameter on the world line.
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Scale invariance in nonrelativistic mechanics

We brieﬂy review nonrelativistic classical mechanics with scale invariance. Let r(t) be the position
vector at time t of a particle with mass m and let S be the action



m
2
| ṙ(t)| − V (r(t)) ,
S = dt
(A1)
2
where ṙ = dr/dt, and V (r) is a potential function. We assume that V (r) is a homogeneous function
of degree k, i.e.,
V (αr) = α k V (r),

(A2)

where α is a constant. Then the scale transformation
r → r̃ = αr,

t → t̃ = α 1−k/2 t

(A3)

to the action yields the transformed action S̃ that is related to S as
S̃ = α 1+k/2 S.

(A4)

In general, Eq. (A4) only implies the scale invariance of the Lagrangian. In the Kepler problem of
4D Newtonian gravity, i.e., V ∝ |r|−1 , this invariance leads to Kepler’s 3rd law (see, e.g., Ref. [31]).
When k = −2, however, the action itself is scale invariant. As an example of V with k = −2, the
potential V ∝ |r |−2 is found in a conformal particle system or necessarily appears in the Kepler
problem of 5D Newtonian gravity. In such case, we obtain a constant of motion associated with the
scale invariance from Noether’s theorem as
C = p · r − 2H t,

(A5)

where p = mṙ is the canonical momentum conjugate to r and H = | p |2 /(2 m) + V (r) is the
Hamiltonian.
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